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	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Science_front（3-6）
	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Science_back

	content: 49 puzzle pieces
	main goal: Circle of life: Recognizing different phases of life.
	extra goals: Mathematical skills: Learning to find the correct puzzle pieces by using available information (colors, shapes).Language skills: Learning new words by describing the circle of life.Motor skills: Learning to make smooth movements with hands and fingers by moving puzzle pieces.Social skills: Enhancing social skills by interacting with other children.
	basic concept: 
	step 1: Place all puzze pieces on the floor/a table.
	step 2: Try to solve the puzzle with the other children. 
	step 3: Talk about what you can see in the picture. Get as detailed as possible! Talk about different ages and different phases in a person's life.
	advanced concept: 
	advanced concept1: Talk about the different stages of life based on puzzle images. Create connections between puzzle images and individual experiences. Maybe a grandmother/ -father of a child can come to the kindergarten a tells about her/ his life.
	Text2: Circle of Life
	product: XXL Learning Puzzle My Life
	activities: Talk about the experiences of the children concerning phases of life. Ask them about babies they know, if they have grandparents living with them, or if they have any siblings.Continue to talk about the real life experiences of the children and connect them to the puzzle. Have them connect their knowledge to those of the other children. Whose grandmother lives nearby? Does anyone have a younger/older brother/sister? Encourage the children to bring a picture of family members to the kindergarten. 
	productNO: 11120          
	main observation: Is the child able to recognize different phases of life?
	extra observation: How are the fine motor skills developed?Does the child need help?Can the child play well with others?Can the child talk about his/her own experiences with the topic?Can the child understand the topic and make connections to his/her own life?
	Text1: Biology


